
G2 Solutions for Payment Facilitators 
Protecting yourself from compliance and fraud risks shouldn’t be DIY

Growing your business as 
a Payment Facilitator is a 
challenge. From closing new 
business to developing your 
platform to funding investments, 
there’s plenty you do yourself. 
The last headache you need 
when trying to scale your 
operations is due diligence and 
monitoring of merchants.

Let G2 help. As the pioneer of 
merchant monitoring, boarding 
and transaction laundering 
detection for acquirers 
worldwide, G2 protects Payment 
Facilitators from surprises that 
could upend your business. With 
information technology and 
trained analysts, G2 can clear 
the most vexing compliance and 
monitoring tasks off your desk. 

G2 works with more Payment Facilitators globally and their Acquirer sponsors than any 
other provider. 

G2 solutions for Payment Facilitators:
1. G2 Global Boarding (GB)

 What it does: GB checks the G2 Merchant Map®, the world’s largest database of 
merchant risk, for past violations and connections to past violators. It surfaces 
indicators of future risk, such as previous account terminations, use of high risk 
jurisdictions or webhosts, changes in MCC codes, number of current banking 
relationships, and more. It includes the G2 Compass Score™, which predicts the 
likelihood of future compliance violations or fraud.   

 How it helps: You streamline your account approvals and make more informed 
decisions. You gain insights unavailable anywhere else. You add efficiency to your 
operations by outsourcing repetitive manual tasks. 

2. G2 Persistent Merchant Monitoring (PMM)

 What it does: PMM combines web-crawling technologies with trained analysts to 
uncover online compliance violations. It monitors for content problems such as illegal 
drugs, rogue pharmacies, unlawful gambling, prohibited sexual content, counterfeit, IP 
rights, and more. All violations are double-confirmed by expert human review.

 How it helps: You reduce the time and effort required to take action on violations 
using the G2 NetView Portal, the industry’s only centralized content violation reporting 
solution. You automate your ongoing monitoring processes. Analyst filtering of false 
positives gives you unequalled accuracy.

3. G2 Transaction Laundering Detection (TLD)

 What it does: TLD combines Worldwide Web crawling, data science, and analyst 
expertise to find merchants engaged in transaction laundering—both the front 
businesses and the violating businesses. G2’s defense-in-depth approach employs a 
layered solution to find likely suspects and smoking guns indicating misconduct. 

 How it helps: You gain the benefit of G2 machine learning, global reach and expert 
analysts to help find violators within your merchant portfolio, violators with links back 
to your portfolio, and a confirmation process to prove suspicious connections. 
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About G2 Web Services

G2 Web Services is a global technology and services company that helps 
banks, processors and their partners ensure safer and more profitable 
commerce. Clients use G2’s tools and expertise to perform better due 
diligence and monitoring so they can grow their portfolios and manage 
changing rules and regulations while taking on acceptable risk. 

 G2 is the premier partner for Payment Facilitators
• Pioneer of merchant risk monitoring with 12 years of experience
• Full set of services: onboarding to ongoing, compliance to fraud
• Creator of the Merchant Map, covering 60 million merchants and 100 million URLs
• Winner of multiple industry awards for innovation 
• Serves more Payment Facilitators and Acquirers globally than all other providers 

G2 was able to help a Payment Facilitator discover transaction laundering 
and avoid $1.8 million in potential card network fines.


